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Nofafr comb

(0 reviews)

Item Code: Nofafr comb

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 18 Cm

width 5 Cm

volume weight 0.00 g

Applicable season: spring, summer, autumn, winter Applicable people: adults 
Length: 20cm or more Comb type: wooden comb 
Withstand the fiery baptism of the eyes, the new green sandalwood solid wood comb; support
customization, exclusive lettering, the whole material is carved and hand-polished, and it is not as
beautiful as the powerful one; the new generation of Yuemuzhiyuan solid wood comb eliminates the
easy-to-crack splicing process, and uses it directly Entire wood carving. Brings an extraordinary feel
and great durability. The thickness is further increased, and the hand feels good; it is thick enough to
be kind; the new generation of Yuemu's source green sandalwood comb has increased the thickness
to 1.7 times of the previous generation product, making the grip feel fuller and more durable. The
tooth root chamfering process makes the hair combed; it is smooth like cream; the comb after the
tooth root chamfering can reduce the tooth root and hair degree, and to a large extent avoid the
occurrence of hanging hair. It became pure enjoyment. The radian between the teeth is just right; the
radian between the teeth has been redesigned after repeated polishing to determine the final radian,
one more point is sharp, and less points are blunt. The right curvature between the teeth will be more
rounded, that is, it will not scratch the scalp, nor will the scalp feel uncomfortable after combing, and
the massage effect is remarkable. Fits the curvature of most people’s skulls; 
The arc is finally finalized after 40 times of modification. The arc is more suitable for most people's
skull arc, and it fits more closely with the scalp, and the effect of massaging the scalp is more
significant. 
 Send two combs to mother; evoke mother’s girly memories; send a comb to mother to evoke
mother’s girly memories; every three women, even if they are now mothers, or are too late, they will
have one when they are young The comb runs through his youth. The young girl has just grown up,
with a young and handsome face, and a heart like a deer. Most of the ravages of life over the years
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have made them forget their once beautiful years. It doesn't matter, we help her recall the story of her
first love when we heard them tell me.
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Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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